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CONJUGATES OF STRONGLY EQUIVARIANT MAPS

SALMAN ABDULALI

Let T : X\ —• X2 be a strongly equivariant holomorphic
embedding of one bounded symmetric domain into an-
other. We show that if σ is an automorphism of C, then
τσ : X° —» X% is also strongly equivariant.

1. Introduction. A semisimple algebraic group, G, over Q, is
said to be of hermitian type if G(R)°/K is a bounded symmetric
domain for a maximal compact subgroup K of G(R)°. Let X\
and X2 be bounded symmetric domains associated with algebraic
groups G\ and G2 respectively. A holomorphic embedding r : Xι —>
X2 is called weakly equivariant if there exists a homomorphism of
algebraic groups p: G\ —> G2 defined over Q, such that

(1.1) p(g) τ(x) = τ(g - x) for all g G ̂ ( R ) 0 and all x G Xι .

r is called strongly equivariant if, in addition, the image of X\ is
totally geodesic in X2. It is not known, at least to me, whether
every weakly equivariant holomorphic map of bounded symmetric
domains is strongly equivariant.

Strongly equivariant maps form the central theme of Satake's
book [21]. They have (at least) two important applications to num-
ber theory. If G2 is a symplectic group, then X2 parametrizes a
universal family of abelian varieties. Pulling back the universal
family to Xi, and taking the quotient by an arithmetic group, gives
a family of abelian varieties called a Kuga fiber variety. These are
defined in [10], where Kuga calls r a (generalized) Eichler map. For
the second application, to compactification of arithmetic varieties,
see [20] and also [4], where strongly equivariant maps are called
symmetric maps.
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Since the quotient of a symmetric domain by an arithmetic group
is an algebraic variety, it is possible to define the conjugate τσ : X° —•
X% for an automorphism σ of C. Conjugates of equi variant maps
of symmetric domains were studied by Min Ho Lee in his thesis [13]
which has been published in a series of papers [14, 15, 16]. He
proved that any conjugate of a weakly equi variant map is weakly
equivariant [13, 14]. He also proved that any conjugate of an H2-
equivariant map (i.e., a strongly equivariant map such that p takes
any symmetry of X\ to a symmetry of X2) is again H2-eqnivariant,
assuming certain additional hypotheses [13, 16]. This led him to
conjecture [13, p. 26] that conjugates of strongly equivariant maps
are strongly equivariant. We prove this conjecture in this paper.

We shall now describe the ideas involved in the proof. A pair
(G,X) as above defines a connected Shimura variety. The proof
of Langlands' conjectures on conjugation of Shimura varieties by
Borovoi [7] and Milne [17] shows how an automorphism of C acts on
the special points of X (see 3.2 for the definition of a special point).
This implies our theorem for a strongly equivariant map which takes
special points to special points. Now, as Kuga observed [11, 12],
Satake's classification of strongly equivariant maps shows that the
set of all holomorphic embeddings r : X\ —> X2 which are strongly
equivariant with a given homomorphism p: G\ —> G2 is itself a
bounded symmetric domain, which we call Xp. We construct a map
X\ x Xp —•» X2 which preserves special points, and use it to show
that τσ is strongly equivariant.

I would like to thank the University of Toronto and Kumar Murty
for their generous support during the period when this paper was
written.

2. Equivariant maps.

2.1 Symmetric domains. By a hermitian pair, we shall mean a pair
(G, X), where G is a semisimple algebraic group over Q of hermitian
type such that G(R) has no compact factors defined over Q, and X
is the symmetric domain associated to G. Borovoi [7] calls (G, X) a
Mumford manifold. A hermitian pair (G, X) determines a connected
Shimura variety Sh(G, X)] this is a proalgebraic variety over C such
that

Sh(G,X)(C) = projlimΓVf
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where the projective limit is taken over all congruence subgroups Γ

of G [7, 2.1].

Let x G X. The stabilizer, Kx, of x in G(R)° is a maximal

compact subgroup of G(R)°. Let G and Kx be the Lie algebras of

G(R) and Kx, respectively. We then have a Cartan decomposition

(2.1.1) g-t,epx

where p^ is the orthogonal complement of tx with respect to the

Killing form. Let v: G(R)° —> X be the map g \—> g x. Then dv

induces an isomorphism of p^ with TX(X), the tangent space of X

at x. There exists a unique Hx G Z{ix\ called the H-element at x,

such that ad Hx\px is the complex structure on p^ = TX(X) [21, p.

54],

It will also be convenient to say that a reductive group G is of

hermitian type if the center of G(R) is compact and the derived

group, G r f e r, is of hermitian type. We still have a Cartan decom-

position (2.1.1); however the /^-element is only determined modulo

the center of g.

2.2 Strongly equiυariant maps. Let (G\,Xχ) and ( G ^ , ^ ) be her-

mitian pairs. A weakly equiυariant map from (Gι,Xι) to (G2,X2)

consists of a pair (/?, r), where p: G\ —* G2 is a homomorphism of

algebraic groups defined over Q, and r : X\ —> X2 is a holomorphic

embedding satisfying (1.1). (p, T) is called strongly equiυariant if it

satisfies the additional condition

(Hj) [tfτ(x) ~ d p ( ^ ) , dp(fif)] = 0 for all <? G fll ,

where i/^ and Hr(x) are the iί-elements at x G Xi and r(x) G X2,

respectively. This condition is independent of the choice of the

point x E Xι [21, Lemma II.2.2, p. 48]. Also (Hi) is equivalent to

requiring that the image of X\ be totally geodesic in X2 [21, p. 49].

2.3 The space of equiυariant maps. Let (/?, T ) : {G\,X\) —>

(G2, X2) be strongly equivariant. The homomorphism p is uniquely

determined by r [4, p. 173]; we wish to describe the set of all holo-

morphic embeddings X\ —* X2 which are strongly equivariant with

p. Choose a base point x G X\. Since τ(g x) = p(g) τ(a ), r is

uniquely determined by its value at x. Let

(2.3.1)

Xp : = {z G ̂ 2 ! ^ is well-defined and strongly p-equivariant}
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where

τz(g-x) :=p(sf) « .

PROPOSITION 2.3.2. [21, Proposition IV.4.1, p. 180]. Let
(p,T) : ( G I , X L ) —> (G 2 ,X 2 ) be strongly equivariant. Choose a base
point x 6 X\; let Hx and Hτ^ be the H-elements at x and τ(x)
respectively. Let Gp be the Zariski-connected component of the cen-
tralizer of p{G\) in G 2 . Let Xp be the set given by (2.3.1). Then Gp

is a reductive group of hermitian type with symmetric domain Xp.
The H-element of Gp at τ{x) is

(2.3.3) Hp:=Hτlx)-dp{H,).

The inclusions Gp
€r —> G2 and Xp —> X2 form a strongly equivariant

pair.

The group G^er(R) may have compact factors defined over Q;
hence (G^eτ^Xp) is not necessarily a hermitian pair as defined in
(2.1). Let G* be the product of those simple factors of G^er which
are not compact over R. Then (Gι

p,Xp) is a hermitian pair. It
defines a connected Shimura variety which parametrizes strongly
equivariant maps from (Gi,Xi) to (G2,.X2). P is called rigid if
there is a unique r such that (/>, r) is strongly equivariant, i.e., if
Xp reduces to a point, or, if GP(R) is compact.

Since ρ{G\) is semisimple and Gp centralizes ρ{Gχ), the product
G : = p{G\) Gp is an almost direct product. G is a reductive
group of hermitian type. Its symmetric domain is Xo : = X\ x Xp.
The iί-element at the point (x,τ(x)) is Hτ(x). We have a strongly
equivariant pair

(2.3.4) (pf,τf):(Go,Xo)^(G2,X2)

where Go : = p{G\) Gj, p1 is the inclusion, and τ'{x,y) = ry(x).

LEMMA 2.3.5. (//,τ'): (GOjXo) -> ( G 2 , ^ ) is rigid.

Proof. The connected component of the centralizer of ρ'(G0) in
G2 is contained in Gp, and centralizes Gj; therefore it is compact
over R. Π
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2.4 An example. To illuminate the above discussion, we give an ex-
ample to show how embeddings of a Shimura curve into a Siegel
modular variety are parametrized by another Shimura curve. This
is a special case of [1, Example 4.2, p. 342]. Let k be & totally real
quadratic number field, with {a,β} the set of embeddings of k into
R. Let B be a quaternion algebra over k such that J3®αR = M2CR)
and B ξ$β R = H, where H denotes the Hamilton quaternion al-
gebra. Let G' be the group of norm one units of JB, and G the
restriction of G' from k to Q. Then G(R) = 5L 2 (R) x SU2(R) is
of hermitian type and acts on the upper half plane f) through the
first factor. The quotient of ί) by a torsion-free arithmetic subgroup
of G is a smooth and complete algebraic curve, C, called a Shimura
curve. G' acts on B by left multiplication. Take the direct sum of
two copies of this representation, and restrict scalars from k to Q;
this gives a representation p: G —> GL(F) which is defined over Q.
Addington's classification [3] shows that the image is actually con-
tained in a symplectic group Sp(F, A), and there exists a strongly
equivariant holomorphic map r : f) —> Θ(F, A), where 0 ( F , A) de-
notes the Siegel space associated with Sp(F, A). After a choice of
a suitable lattice in F, each such holomorphic embedding gives a
family of 8-dimensional abelian varieties over C'.

Let σ be the nontrivial automorphism of k, Bσ : = B ®σ £;, and
let Gσ be the restriction from k to Q of the group of norm one units
of Bσ. We have B®kB

σ = M2(B0) for a totally definite quaternion
algebra Bo over k. This gives a representation, //, of G x Gσ on
F : = Bl Identifying G x Gσ(C) with 5L 2 (C) 4 , p1 is equivalent
over C to the sum of two copies of the representation

(α, β, α', β') v^{a® βι) φ (α ; <g> /?) .

It follows from [1, Theorem 4.1, p. 341] that p' is rigid, and there

exists a unique τ': f) x f) —> β(F, A) which is strongly ^-equivariant.
The restriction of p1 to the first factor is equivalent to p. For each z 6
f) we get a map τz: f) —> 0 ( F , A) which is strongly equivariant with
p. Thus the hermitian pair (Gp,fjp) in this example is isomorphic
to (Gσ,ί)). For more examples, see [11, §5] and [1, §4].

3. Morphisms of Hodge type.
3.1 Hodge group. Let (G,X) be a hermitian pair. Let Hx be the
//"-element at a point x £ X. Hx defines a 1-parameter subgroup of
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G(R) by hx(t) : = exp(tHx). The Hodge group at x, denoted Hg(#),
is the smallest Q-subgroup of G which contains the image of hx.
It is a connected, reductive group [7, Remark 1.14, p. 12]. The
derived group of Hg(z) is of hermitian type, because Adhx(π/2)
defines a complex structure.

3.2 Special points. We say that x is special, or a CM-point, if its
Hodge group is abelian. The motivation for this definition is a
theorem of Mumford that an abelian variety is of CM-type if and
only if its Hodge group is abelian [19, p. 347].

A strongly equivariant pair (/>, r) is said to be of Hodge type if r
takes special points to special points. Borovoi refers to such maps
as morphisms of Mumford manifolds — note that property (iii) of
[7, 1.11, p. 11] implies strong equivariance.

The following is a generalization of Mumford's theorem that any
Kuga fiber variety which contains an abelian variety of CM-type is
of Hodge type [19, p. 348].

PROPOSITION 3.3. Let (/>,τ): (G1,XΪ) -> (G^X^) be strongly
equivariant. Ifτ(x) is a CM-point in X2) then x is a CM-point in
X\ and furthermore, (p, r) is of Hodge type.

Proof. Let the notation be as in Proposition 2.3.2. Let M be the
smallest Q-subgroup of Gp which contains exp(£ Hp) for all t £ R.
Since

exp(ί dp(Hx)) = exp(tHτ{x))exp(-tHp) G H g ( φ ) ) M ,

we have p(Hg(x)) contained in Hg(τ(;r))M. Similarly, M is con-
tained in Hg(#)Hg(τ(:r)).

Let K be the maximal compact subgroup of G2{R) at τ(x). Then
Hg(τ(x)) C K. Since M centralizes Hg(x), it follows that Hg(x) C
K. Therefore Hg(x)(R) is compact. Since Hg(a;)£ier(R) has no
compact factors defined over Q [7, Remark 1.14, p. 12], this implies
that Hg(#) is abelian, i.e., :r is a CM-point. Since r takes the CM-
point x to a CM-point, r takes every CM-point to a CM-point [7,
1.11, p. 11]. Therefore (/>, r) is of Hodge type. D

The proof of the following theorem is inspired by the proof of
Mumford's theorem that any Hodge family contains a fiber of CM-
type [19, p. 348]. In the abelian case (i.e., when G2 is a symplectic
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group), a sketch of the proof was given in [2, Proposition 1.5.1, p.
228].

THEOREM 3.4. Any rigid strongly equivariant map is of Hodge

type.

Proof Let (p,τ): (GUXX) -> (G2,X2) be rigid. Then Gp, the

Zariski-connected component of the centralizer of p(Gχ) in G2, is
compact. Let G : = ρ(G\) Gp. Choose a base point x ξ: X and let

T:={exp(ί#τ(x))|ίeR}

T is a 1-dimensional torus in G defined over R. The centralizer, K,
of T in G is an R-subgroup of G, and hence contains a maximal
torus T\ defined over R [6, Proposition 7.10, p. 480]. 7\ contains
T because T is contained in the center of K. If T[ is any torus in
G containing 7\, then T[ will centralize T, so T[ C K and 7\ = T[.
Thus T\ is a maximal torus in G. By [5, Proposition 2.5, p. 465]
there exists g £ G(R)° such that T2 = gT\g~λ is defined over Q.
Then T2 D Hg(# τ(α )), so Hg(# τ(x)) is abelian, and g τ(x)
is a CM-point. We have shown that τ(X) has a CM-point; by
Proposition 3.3, (/>, r) is of Hodge type. D

REMARKS 3.5. Suppose that Gi(R) has no compact factors,
and G2 is a symplectic group. Then [21, Proposition IV.4.3, p. 183]
shows that (/>, r) is rigid. Theorem 3.4 then implies that (/?, r) is of
Hodge type. This is Proposition 3 of [18].

Suppose (p, T) is not rigid. Then the set of strongly p-equivariant
maps is parametrized by the bounded symmetric domain Xp.
Lemma 2.3.5 shows that there exists z E Xp such that (p,τz) is
of Hodge type. However, since there are only countably many spe-
cial points, (ρ,τz) is not of Hodge type for a "general" z 6 Xp.

4. Conjugates of strongly equivariant maps. Let (G,X) be
a hermitian pair, and Γ an arithmetic subgroup of G. The locally
symmetric space V : = T\X is a quasiprojective variety [5], called an
arithmetic variety. Let σ be an automorphism of C. Kazhdan [8, 9]
proved that any conjugate of an arithmetic variety is again an arith-
metic variety. Therefore, there exists a hermitian pair (G σ, Xσ) and
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an arithmetic subgroup Tσ of Gσ such that Vσ S Tσ \ Xσ. (Kazh-
dan's proof shows that X and Xσ are biholomorphically equivalent;
however, we will not identify them, to avoid confusion.) Note that
the group Gσ is not uniquely determined; however, it is unique up
to finite coverings [2, Proposition 1.3.1, p. 227].

Let (/?,T): (<J?I,XI) —• {G21X2) be a strongly equivariant map.
Let Γi and Γ2 be arithmetic subgroups of G\ and G2 respectively,
such that p(Γi) C Γ2. Let V{ : = Γt \ X{ (i = 1,2). A theorem of
Satake [20, p. 231] implies that the map / : Vι —+ V2 induced by r
is a morphism of algebraic varieties. Let σ be an automorphism of
C. Then fσ: V{ —> Vζ is again a map of algebraic varieties. Lifting
fσ:Vf-^ V£ to the universal covering spaces gives a holomorphic
map X\ —> X2 which we define to be the conjugate of r by σ, and
denote by τσ. Clearly, rσ does not depend on the choice of I\ and
Γ2. It is known [14] that τσ is weakly equivariant.

THEOREM 4.1. If(p,τ): (G1,X1) -> (G29X2) is strongly equiv-
ariant, and σ is an automorphism of C, then there exists a homo-
morphism pσ: G{ -> Gσ

2 such that ( p σ , τ σ ) : (G$,Xζ) -> (G%,Xζ)
is strongly equivariant.

Proof. We can factor (/?, r) as a composition of two strongly equiv-
ariant maps

(G1,X1)->(Go,Xo)-+(G2,X2).

The hermitian pair (GQ,XO) and the map

are as in (2.3.4). Recall that Go = p{Gλ) • G\ and Xo = Xλ x Xp.
The map

(po,τ o ):(Gi,Xi)->(Go,Xo)

is given by g \-> p(g) and z \-> (^,r(x)), where x is our fixed base
point in Xχm

(p', T1) is rigid (Lemma 2.3.5), and therefore of Hodge type (The-
orem 3.4). Langlands' conjectures on conjugation of Shimura vari-
eties, which are proved in [7] and [17], show that any automorphism
of C takes a CM-point to a CM-point. Hence (//σ,τ'σ) is also of
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Hodge type; in particular, it is strongly equivariant (see [7], l.ll(iii),
p. 11]).

We have Xζ = X{ x X* and hence Gg = G\ x Gσ

p. Since the
projection of τ0 to the second factor is the constant r(x), there exists
r(x)σ G Xp such that the projection of τζ to the second factor is
the constant r(x)σ. We then have a strongly equivariant pair

given by r̂ i—> (</, 1) and z »—> (2, τ(x)σ). Observe that rσ = τ£ o τ'σ

Let ρσ := PQ O p'σ. Then (pσ, τ α ) is strongly equivariant. D
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